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Kannada Rajyotsava Celebration
The essence of “Vishwa Kannada Vaibhava ''-the theme of patriotic fervor was celebrated in Vishwavidya

Peeth  at Vikramashila campus , Singanayakanahalli, Yelahanka on Wednesday,1st November.
The most colorful March Past teams welcomed the Chief Guest, Dr.Beluru Raghunandan with dignity and
respect. The band team added more melody to the March Past and the flag was hoisted with pride.State

Anthem was sung in a synchronized style. The lamp of Vishwa kannada Vaibhava was lit with an invocation
prayer. Karnataka is endowed with the beauty of nature,richness of culture and strength of diversity. It
offers a delightful blend of tradition and modernity.A splendid array of programs were schematized by

Director Suseela Santhosh Madam. Hulli kunitha and inaugural dance was followed by the introduction of the
Chief Guest.Dr.Beluru Raghunandan is a young poet, writer of children's literature,travel and researcher.He
was warmly felicitated. The Celebration unveiled—”Vishwa Kannada Vaibhava” is a vibrant carnival filled
with cultural richness. This celebration showcased a series of picturesque events and activities that was a

visual treat.Cultural programs were inclusive of the following● Dupatta dance by Pre-primary to a popular
number. ● Prominent personalities were remembered through the costumes worn by pre-primary students. ●

Theroyal king Nalvadi Krishna Raja Wodeyar and his significant contributions to Mysore was gracefully
represented in the dance drama by CBSE wing. ● Manydances on the main theme, fusion on a popular tune

were done by ICSE and IGCSE students with great pride. ● Dollu Kunitha by CBSE students caught each one’s
attention. ● GrandFinale ensured moments of enthusiasm, gaiety and symbolized values to uphold these

glorious traditions. Dr. Beluru Raghunandan addressed the gathering that we are all part of one community.
Wemust respect kannada,learn kannada and uplift kannada language to the global standards.We come

together and celebrate our shared culture to reaffirm our commitment to building a strong love towards our
state and contribute to the preservation of Karnataka’s unique legacy.

Students who had won in Badminton were felicitated with awards. Parents expressed their happiness and
appreciation in various ways in the feedback.The program ended with an expression of gratitude through vote

of thanks followed by distribution of sweets.



Prajnapradeepaha
A unique program was organized to develop the love for the divine

Sanskrit language among the students. Many institutions in Bangalore
participated in the ‘PRAGNYA PRADEEPAHA– an enlightenment of

knowledge’.Sanskrit competitions were held on Saturday- 04th
November 2023 in the school campus. The day celebrated Sanskrit, an
ancient and sacred language showcasing its rich literary heritage. An
array of twelve competitions were conducted in Sanskrit to create a

yearning to learn this Devanagari language. This program was organized
under the dynamic leadership of Director- Smt. Suseela Santhosh.

Principal’s of CBSE and ICSE wings directed this unique program. The
Chief guest Shri Mahabaleshwar Bhat was welcomed with respect and
admiration. The Chief Guest addressed the gathering by quoting that

the ambience is most splendid and green. He also advised the students to
learn and pronounce the language with good intonation with a few
examples from Ramayana and Mahabharata.Our beloved  Director

ma'am, Smt. Suseela Santhosh spoke about the significance of this day.
She addressed the students to be happy and spread the radiance of
positive vibes all around the environment. The program symbolized

inspiration and a celebration on this great platform.



Pratibha
Karanji



Orientation for class VIII - X
An orientation programme for the batches of class VII to XI was organized by VishwaVidyapeeth on …… 2023 in

the school auditorium. The purpose of the programme was to acquaint the students with the courses and
subjects of study along with the curriculum and pedagogy followed. The program was attended by parents,

students and teachers of the school. It started with the Ganesha mantra followed by the detailed instructions
on discipline and importance of parent-teacher relationship by our Principal ma'am , Smt Shanthi Seetharaman

and our senior science faculty Mrs Rajeshwari.
The orientation principled to provide a structured and holistic introduction to the environment for both parents

and students. Through programmes offered,  students and their parents were informed about educational
opportunities and responsibilities in and outside of the classroom.

The objective of the event was to sensitize the parents in identifying the capabilities of their wards so that
their energy could be channelized in the right direction. The students were also briefed about the different

subjects offered vis a vis  scope and career opportunities.
On this occasion, JCE team of experts emphasized the interest-oriented streams for the students.

Providing information and resources that will allow students to make informed and appropriate academic plans
and healthy social choices was the chief motive of the programme. Apart from this, it was an initiative to create

a welcoming environment that builds a sense of community among the incoming class and connects them to
faculty and other students.

The event served as a beacon light to many students and parents as the school assured them full cooperation
and support for their future endeavours.



Handwriting sessions
Writing is linked to improved

creativity, critical thinking and
problem solving skills. A complex

cognitive process involving
neuro-sensory experiences and

fine motor skills. This was taken
ahead with students of Primary

level and with all teachers by
Smt Vidhya Dinesh, a trained
handwriting faculty in Vishwa

Vidyapeeth, CBSE.



Reverse Mentoring
Personality Development Session for
teachers by the students - Reverse
Mentoring, a uniqueness of  Vishwa

Vidyapeeth CBSE. The students of class
XI computer science, took the teachers
through technology, teaching them how

to create a Digital portfolio for a
teacher.



PTM for 
class XI



Deepawali celebration

The students of VishwaVidyapeeth  celebrated
the ‘Festival of Lights – DEEPAVALI’ with
great zeal and fervor.A delightful dance
performance was performed by class III

students to mark the occasion as a symbol of
conquest of light over darkness.



Children’s Day celebration

Every child is a different kind of flower and altogether makes
this world a beautiful garden. Children are the architects of
our future.Each one is a unique child with special abilities and
talents in himself or herself. 14th November every year is a

tribute to the birth anniversary of  first Indian Prime
Minister’s birthday Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehru.Today,Friday,10th November 2023 VVP (CBSE)
celebrated Children’s Day. A plethora of fantabulous

performances inclusive of songs, dances, address by the
Principal  and the staff were a delight to each child. As a part

of celebrations movie time was arranged for all students. 



Session for class VII students by parent  

Guest class was taken by the S N V Prasad Reddi parent of Loukya Reddi 7 B 
For the students of grade 7 A,B,and C 

Topic :Exponents
Dates :30.10.23 and 31.10.23 

Extra classes are intended to help students improve their academic
performance and are fully supportive of these efforts.

It will  benefit greatly from the additional instruction and support provided in
these classes. I appreciate the time and dedication of parents in creating a

supportive and inclusive learning environment that fosters growth and
improvement.



Heritage India Quiz (Online) on 17th November 2023.

The students of grades 9 and 10 of
VishwaVidyapeeth participated in the online

Heritage Quiz conducted by the CBSE on the 17th
of November 2023. They participated as a team of

three. The students were motivated by our
Principal Smt Shanthi Seetharaman to participate
and guided by Social Science dept head Ms. Neeraja

to prepare and compete.



Vvp cbse - gets state level best school award 

With immense happiness, We would like to share the news
that Vishwa VidyaPeeth has been recognized as the BEST
SCHOOL (Top 3) in Karnataka by Karunada Kannada Kala

Siri Balaga. Smt . Shanthi Seetharaman (Our Principal), Smt .
Ashwini SV, Smt Aruna V, Ms. Anitha Lakshmi N and Smt
Savitha B, have been awarded with Kannada Rajyotsava

Award 2023-24 by the organization. The students who took
part in the Pratibha Pareekshe (Talent Hunt) have received

the Medals and Certificates.



Sessions by principal to the class IX and X
students on different learning strategies

An  informative session was conducted by the school
Principal,Smt Shanthi Seetharaman on the multiple learning

methodologies. All the learning tools were explained in detail and
were advised to be implemented by the students, in particular

the board going students.
These methods have several advantages over the traditional list-

based method. These include ease of review and ease of
searching for information. The good news is that it is easy to

learn and retain the information for better grades.
Overall the session provided wonderful learning and techniques

which will help the students remember concepts for longer
periods of time.

Many thanks to Principal Ma'am for conducting such an
enriching session.



Fit India Week For any society or nation to progress, it
is important that its citizens are
physically fit. With a bid to carry

forward our honorable Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi's unique initiative,

the Fit India Movement, aimed to
inculcate physical activity and sports in

our daily routine, DPS Indirapuram
celebrated Fitness Week in the third and

fourth week of November 2019 in
accordance with the guidelines issued by

the CBSE. The purpose of the
celebrations was to equip today’s

generation to face the challenges of
modern day life with optimism, energy
and positivity. The week long activities

were thoroughly enjoyed by the
students and instilled in them the
importance of adopting a healthy
lifestyle to remain physically fit,

mentally alert, energetic and disease
free. The initiative helped to develop the

sports quotient among all students to
achieve higher levels of fitness, thereby

enhancing their self esteem and
confidence.



Student led Revision sessions
- published as NIE article. 



Interschool Fundamental Quiz competition
organized by NIE at Vidyashilp School



Student corner
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Yesterday was over yesterday.
Today is a new day.

The rest of our future begins today.
We need to understand life through three fold ways. Past,present and future.By

retaining only the lessons of the past,we must live our present with awareness and
prepare for the flourishing future.

        Treat the past not as a source of agony and hurt but as an experience to gain
maturity.This maturity plans the present and constructs our future. Bitter yesterdays

always have the power to create a better tomorrow. So, when bad things happen to
good people,they become better people.
The beginning is from where we begin.

“BEGIN TODAY,BEGIN NOW.”
The person we really are is waiting for us.

So,explore the future with a bright beginning at this moment.
Life is not about the opportunities we missed in the past.

Life is about the opportunities we can create in the future.
So,live life with the greatest assurance that,

“My future begins now………………”    
Hence, life is beautiful when you actualise and maximize your potential from this

moment.                      
Sulochana.M.

Dept of English

OUR FUTURE BEGINS TODAY………
Teacher corner


